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Atom and stellar models of ferman:

Planetary and Everything Theory

Author: Fernando Mancebo Rodriguez (ferman) 1975-1992



Introduction: Abstract

The electromagnetic positive charges (+) that attract, capture and maintain the orbital ones (electrons,

neutrinos; planets, moons; pair or grouping of particles, etc.) are created and reside in the orbits (inside the

peripheral magnetic fields) of the atoms and stars, but not in their nuclei (*).

The great nuclear accumulation of matter (and so great density of energy) in atoms and stars (and other great

Astros and particles) creates magnetic fields around them, within which in turn, and according to their

potential and speed of rotation, the positive electromagnetic orbits are defined.

The union of particles and Astros take place by mean of the Orbital coupling driven and supported by the

magnetic fields.

(*) Atomic nuclei (like stars) are amorphous matter accumulations without charges, which give us infinite

size of particles when they are destroyed.

Total correspondence between atoms and stars: Atoms structure = stars structure

For example, bi-atomic molecule = binary star; also atomic fission = supernova explosion.

"Atoms and stars are two consecutive matter units inside the Fourth dimension".

Fourth dimension: Parallel Universes (intro-extra or little-big) ... sub-atoms, atoms, |us| stars, supra-stars ...

Our Big-bang in the destruction of a supra-star consisted.

The quantity and situation of planets (and electrons) depends on the quantity of nuclear matter.
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Fundamental forces in the Cosmos

1.- Gravity coheres and condenses matter, creating particles, atoms, stars, etc.

(Mass is the quantity of condense energy that has any object, and it is manifested by the force of

gravitational attraction among objects. )

2.- Magnetic fields of force organize the distribution and interrelation of particles, atoms and Astros among

them to get the correct and required balance of energy in all places and systems of space: Law of universal

balance = equal density and balance of energy in all the cosmos systems.

All great matter accumulation to any level (atomic or stellar) tends to create magnetic fields and

gravitational systems in rotation (nuclei with orbital ones) those which are managed and ordered by these

magnetic fields.



Logical principle of Cosmos

The intelligence and logic, as the First basic Principle on the Cosmos structuring:

""The physical universe is based on the principle of intelligent and logic creativity.""

Accept as principles and postulates to the uncertainty, human inability for understanding phenomena

previously accepted, illogical physical foundations, etc., are positions of believers but not of real scientists.

The true scientist will always say:

"If that postulate or principle is incomprehensible or illogical, then it is false or incorrect."

Drawings and summary of the atom model of ferman -- also stellar model
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Characteristic of classic atomic models (Dalton, Thomson, Rutherford, Bohr) and of mine.

The current quantum pattern is not exposed here because I understand that it lacks the logical and

scientific quality as atomic model and it could be necessary to spend most of this article in the critic to its

postulates. For instance



Fig. 3

* When not keeping in mind for the quantum mechanics the total coincidence of elements and parameters in

atoms and stars, as well as its negation of the actuation of the physical laws, energy and forces in atoms, and

the pretension that our invented quantum and uncertainty formulas are those that move and direct the atomic



world, for this author it means a complete manipulation and scientific fallacy.

The mathematical formulas don't move particles, but the physical forces in their performance and

search of their corresponding balances.

The mathematical formulas (when they are correctly applied) alone can measure the performance of forces.

And making us echo of our friend Einstein, we can say: "Atoms don't play to dice; they play to the spinning

top."



Dalton.- 1808 -------------
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For Dalton, matter is constituted by tiny particles, the atoms.

Each element type is constituted by its own class of atoms, being these of equal mass and properties.

The atoms of different elements have properties and characteristic also different.

Therefore Dalton, although he doesn't expose the structure and outline of atoms, he begins to define us the

properties and characteristic of the same ones.



Thomson.- 1897 ---------
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Thomson already introduced us in the electric properties of atoms, considering that these were constituted by

a positive charge that took incrusted to several negative charges, the electrons.



Rutherford.- 1911--------
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Rutherford already began to define a space structuring of atoms, linking it a little to our solar model.

He checked, by means of the emission of particles, that atoms were not compact and their electrons (charged

negatively) would possibly rotate around an atomic nucleus (charged positively).

Atom would have this way a positive nucleus and a negative bark made up of electrons.



Bohr.- 1913-----------------
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Bohr proposed that electrons would rotate around the nucleus in well-defined levels, and basing on the

studies of Planck, he proposed different energy levels for electrons according to the orbit where they were

located.

Nevertheless, the same as Einstein was not able to finish his unification theory, Bohr didn't achieve a

structural theory that explained these energy levels in all atoms, and alone it was good for the hydrogen

atom.



Because well, until here the previous classic theories.

Now I will expose my atomic model a little more widely due to it has many concepts that give validity to the

classic theories in opposition to the quantum mechanics model.



The Standard Theory flaws:

On the other hand, the Standard Theory of particles and sub-atomic forces seems to be inadmissible at first,

because it would have some requirements, impossible to be completed in cosmological physics.

Till now we have proposed more than 50 particles and forces, but to this rhythm of discoveries soon we will

have 100, 200 or more.

And on this, the requirement impossible to complete consists:

"To build all these particles and forces, when being each type equal among them, very complex and with

many data and properties each one of them, because at the beginning of the Big-bang it would be necessary

no alone the existence of the energy, but any type of "chromosomes", patterns, moulds, methods and

construction systems to get particles with same properties, mass, charges, etc."

And much more: "A preliminary study to be able the total connection and interrelation among them"

And that is unthinkable.

From the pure energy at the beginning of the Cosmos it cannot be taken out hundreds of same particles

without methods and specific "machinery" of construction and totally prepared to be connected and to work

together.

In such a way that we could say that:

"When more sub-atomic particles are discovered, less sense the Standard Theory has.

However my atomic, cosmic and stellar model builds the whole Cosmos with great simplicity and without

necessity of these construction mechanisms.

Ferman.- 1975



Fig. 8

The characteristics of my atomic model are supplemented with those of my model of Cosmos that studies

fundamental principle of the same one, as they are space and time, energy, gravity, magnetic force, matter,

and of course, the formation of atoms, stars, etc.

But as preamble and fundamental physical-cosmic principle we can establish that in any cosmic level (micro

or macrocosms) any matter accumulation (condensed energy) creates to its surrounding two types of fields

of antagonist forces, which are:

First): The surrounding fields of gravity force, with concentric direction that attracts other masses among

them to form great matter accumulations, each time bigger.

Second): The surrounding fields of magnetic force (pressure and expansive force due to the energy

accumulation) that treats of redistributing newly the matter or energy in orderly orbits around the central

nuclei of the great matter accumulations.

As we can see in this theory, the orbits built by these magnetic forces acts as positive electromagnetic

charges, which attract, capture and maintain on them to the orbital ones (electrons, neutrinos; planets,

moons, etc. ) etc.



But bounding us to the pattern of atoms, the bases and characteristics are the following ones:

1.- Atoms not alone are similar to the solar systems, but rather they have the same principles, elements,

structural rules, etc.

In fact, they represent different (and consecutive) levels of the Cosmos structure through the fourth

dimension, but with the same properties, elements, forces; following, observing and completing the same

physical laws, etc.

Therefore any mass, material or celestial body, life, etc. that we see at stars' level has its equal or equivalent

at atomic level, and vice versa.

"If you see a solar nucleus, you also are seeing an atomic nucleus."

"If you see a planet, you also are seeing an electron."

"If you see a moon, you also are seeing a neutrino."

"If you see a comet or meteorite, you also are seeing a heating particle."

"If you see a galaxy, you also are seeing a cosmic ray of high power (-1) or a photon (-2)"

"If you see the explosion of a supernova, you also are seeing a nuclear fission (-1) or a Big-Bang (+1).

"The speed of a planet or its satellite is similar to the speed of an electron or its neutrino."

"The speed of meteorites and comets is similar to the of heating particles"

"The diameter of our sun is similar to de diameter of an equivalent atomic nucleus (neon) when is applied

the lineal relation coefficient Lcr among levels 6,28 x 10^22"

"The diameter of our moon is similar to the diameter of an equivalent neutrino when is applied the relation

coefficient Lcr among levels"

"The mass of planet and moons is similar to the mass of electrons and neutrinos when is applied the relation

coefficient Mcr of masses among levels 6,28 x 10^55"

All the previous data belong to coincident (and observed) parameters among atoms and stars, which forces

us to think that so much coincidence could not be given unless as much atoms as stars follow the same

structural laws, say the classic mechanics, (Or a new and restructured quantum mechanic, coincident with

the classic one.)

2.- Atoms are built and maintained by two types of forces: Gravity and the Magnetic force.

Gravity : Cohesion force

Foundation: Gravity is the cosmic energy (The union of space and time or Universal Motion) that alone can

act as fields of force with concentric direction (points of energy or gravitation --See cosmic model)

Then the cosmic energy (the space-time union) in its first stage alone can act as gravitation points, those

which later on unite to form the matter.

--In its lower level, gravity attracts and unites to the energy and gravitation points



Fig. 9

to create the matter, and later on in their superior levels, gravity coheres to the other bigger accumulations of

matter, as nuclear masses, of electrons, particles, etc.

When the atomic nuclei rotate on themselves, they create the gravitational layers around the nucleus, in

which, different magnetic orbits (with its electron) are located, each one of those at different distance of the

nucleus.

In this sense, this eliminates the uncertainty of Bohr, since each layer has different orbits and therefore

different levels.



Therefore gravity is not a force of attraction from the distance, but fields of force that compose, occupy and

they are extended for the whole Cosmos.

* These fields of force stuff the whole Universe and compose the dark energy. (classical Aether)

We can say in rough way that the cosmic energy or gravitation occupies the whole universe in similar

proportion and density, and matter is those points where the cosmic energy or gravitation is accumulated and

condensed, breaking scarce and partially the proportion and half density of energy that the cosmos has.

And to compensate and rebalance appropriately the imbalances of energy allotment that taken place with the

accumulation of gravitation points into matter, it is for what the magnetic force or forces of allotment and

rebalance of energy into the space is born.



Magnetic force : Expansion force

Foundation: Magnetic force is the energy distribution force in the Cosmos to get the same density of energy

in all places of space.

The magnetic force creates, organizes and watches over the periphery of all the big matter accumulations,

(atomic nuclei, leptons, big particles; stars, planets, etc.) creating the necessary magnetic fields and magnetic

orbits to get the required volume to obtain the same density of energy that the Cosmos has.

--As any matter, the great accumulation of mass of the atomic nucleus produces its corresponding Magnetic



Fig- 10

force which builds, designs, watches over and organizes the atom periphery by means of the creation of

magnetic fields and magnetic orbits, which attract, locate and maintain to electrons.

Therefore, electrons are subjected to the force and classification of the magnetic fields and magnetic orbits

that the nucleus produces.

For it, not alone electrons don't consume energy when rotating around the nucleus, but rather they cannot

escape of their orbit because the magnetic force of attraction that these orbits contain impedes this

possibility.

This case, we have to take in mind that the magnetic potential of attraction resides and acts by mean of the

orbits of atoms, but not on the central nucleus directly.

Therefore the orbits with magnetic potential are similar and act as vacuums or holes of "low pressures of

energy" that attract to electrons to be stuffed and to find their necessary magnetic balance.

This way, the nuclei create magnetic orbits, and later on, the magnetic orbits attract and maintain electrons

on them.

This is due to the magnetic force is an energy (and matter) redistribution force, antagonist to gravity, and the

orbits are the strategic places where the particles (electrons, planets) are distributed.

Alone the gravity potential acts directly from the central nucleus.

3.---The dimensions (volume) of atoms are determined by the magnetic fields and orbits that the magnetic

force of the nucleus takes place.

Being the magnetic force (see magnetic force in my model of Cosmos) a force of energy rebalance through

the Cosmos, and its mission is to get an equality (same density) of energy in all the atoms, and for it, when

bigger it is the atomic nucleus -- bigger it will be the total volume of the atom to get that equality of density

(density = mass/volume).



"The expansive pressure force (magnetic force for the distribution and balance of energy in space) that is

produced in the great matter accumulations is what pushes, attracts and maintains orbital ones in rotation

around the nuclei in well-defined orbits (in the orbital cuts)."

4.---The energy levels that Bohr believed resided in electrons, because this theory contemplates it in a

different way. It is the whole atom by means of its magnetic force that manages the potentials and energy

levels and that in fact emits or captures energy when this energy is needed it to maintain the half density of

energy explained previously. --This way if an atom acquires a new electron, immediately its volume

increases and it needs to acquire great quantity of energy to conserve its half density.

--If the atom gives an electron then its volume diminishes and the atom must to give energy to continue

maintaining its half density.

--If to an atom we give great quantity of energy, this acquires it and to maintain the half density of energy its

volume must to be increased, displacing to the last electron to an external orbit.

But it is the magnetic potential of the atom that makes it, but not electrons.

This explains the different longitudes of wave of energy emission from atoms, because all they have

different magnetic potential according to their dimension and energetic circumstances.

5.- So the atomic nuclei, electrons, neutrinos, etc. all they are single matter that is cohered by the

gravitational force. This matter (as any other one) also produces their magnetic fields according to its

dimensions.

In the atomic nuclei there are not electric charges that repel themselves, neither strong interaction that

attracts them; alone single matter with mutual attractive gravity force.

** Strong force is gravity. see explanation at the end.

The electric charges reside and act from the potential orbits of each atom.

Really, the electric charges on the electromagnetic potential of each orbit consist.

So in the nuclei these electric charges don't exist.
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Therefore the atomic nuclei are single mass or matter that produces their fields and magnetic orbits to their

surroundings where electrons are attracted and maintained.

Defined atomic particles don't exist inside of the nuclei (protons, neutrons, quarks, gluons, etc.), uniquely

the total atomic mass that produces the mentioned fields of forces.

If we destroy an atomic nucleus we can obtain almost infinity pieces of nuclear matter that will always be

different in size, gravitational potential, magnetic potential, etc.

Inside of the nuclei, matter is one and only one, without any type of electric charges and with common fields

of forces (gravity and magnetic fields).

Outside of the nuclei, any matter piece acquires its own gravity field and its own magnetic field, and this

way, its own faculty of acquiring consort particles (Like the nucleus acquires electrons).

In the same sense, each electron (lepton) is different from any other one and creates its own magnetic fields

(according to its dimensions) to their surroundings, where captures and maintains to its neutrinos.



Fig. 12

6.- This way, the Cosmos is structured in successive levels in exponential order through the Fourth

dimension, being formed any level by the sum of other smaller ones. (For example, stars are the sum of

many atoms; atoms by the sum of many sub-atoms, etc.)

In this sense between a level and the following one a Lcr relationship of values exists that is 226,28 in space

and time.



Fig- 13

This way a stellar meter (or terrestrial) is equal to 226,28 atomic meters.

And in the same way, a terrestrial second is equal to 226,28 atomic seconds.

On the other hand the speeds (space / time) logically they are same in all the levels.

This way the speed of an electron is the same one than the speed of a planet, and the speed of any atomic

particle is the same than the speed of any equivalent stellar particle.

For it gravity, as representation of the speed and acceleration of the cosmic energy, is same in all the levels,

being therefore the gravity on a stars similar to the gravity on an equivalent atomic nucleus.

This way the gravity in the atoms is what we denominate Strong Force and it is the only force that maintains

cohesive the masses of the nuclei in the different levels.

Therefore, kept in mind that the speeds at atomic level are the same ones that in our level and contrarily the

space and time are infinitely smaller, we would have for example that an electron would rotate

approximately at 121 (1012) laps per second, and this way, when we observe the electron motion with our

reference time, it would seem us that electron is in all the positions of its orbit at the same time, but alone it

will be an optic illusion due to our time of observation.

And the same thing happens with all the other atomic particles, that we will be able to see them at the same

time in several places, according to the mechanism that observation that we use.

But it is simple observation defect in the time relation.



Fig. 14

* * Besides it, I include in the drawing my formula for obtaining the dimensions of atoms and the situation

of its electrons. In this formula Aw is the atomic weight of the atom in question.



Basic formula for the atomic structuring (for stars at the end)

The following one is the basic formula for the structuring of the gravitational systems (atoms, stars, etc.),

which contains the structural parameters of the same ones such as mass of atoms, atomic radii, atomic

density.

At the same time the formula defines us the energy balance or coefficient of density that must have atoms

according to the Law of Universal Balance that tells us: "All the gravitational systems (atoms, stars, etc.)

tend to have the same energy density (coefficient of density)".

Therefore any atom tends to complete the equality between its mass-energy and its volume multiply by its

atomic density, just as it shows us the formula.

In this case, if an atom gives or acquires an electron and therefore, it diminishes or increases its volume, this

atom must also give or to acquire energy particles for rebalancing its energy state.



Fig. 15

As we can deduce from the general formula, in atoms their volume and atomic density grow in relation to

the square root of their atomic weight.



Atomic Density.- Fig. 16

This way, we can put the density of atoms as: Being the atomic density the ratio between the mass and

volume of any atom.
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